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23

24

25 ABSTRACT

26

27 Background: Many of the late effects of cancer treatment in childhood may occur even 

28 decades after the treatment, and only a minority of the survivors remain as healthy as their 

29 peers. Providing appropriate long-term care for childhood cancer survivors after transition to 

30 primary health care is a challenge. Both survivors and primary care providers need 

31 information on potential late effects. The lack of a systematic late effect follow-up plan may 

32 lead to excessive use of healthcare services or delayed intervention. While manual 

33 compilation of individual follow-up plans is time-consuming for experienced clinicians, 

34 electronic algorithms may be feasible. 

35 Procedure: In Finland, international guidelines for determining the risk of late effects have 

36 been implemented. Nationally, Turku University Hospital was asked with developing an 

37 automatized system for calculating the risk of late effects, based on electronic patient records 

38 saved in the hospital data lake. An electronic algorithm that uses details from exposure-based 

39 health screening guidelines published by the Children’s Oncology Group was created. The 

40 results were compared with those manually extracted by an experienced clinician.

41 Results: Significant concordance between the manual and algorithm-based risk classification 

42 was found. A total of 355 patients received a classification using the algorithm, and 325 of 

43 those matched with the manual categorization, producing a Cohen’s coefficient of 0.91 (95% 

44 confidence interval 0.88–0.95).
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45 Conclusion: Automated algorithms can be used to categorize childhood cancer survivors 

46 efficiently and reliably into late effect risk groups. This further enables automatized 

47 compilation of appropriate individual late effect follow-up plan for all survivors.

48

49 INTRODUCTION

50

51 Childhood cancer survivors (CCSs) with late effects comprise a significant new patient group 

52 in the healthcare system, and the number of childhood cancer survivors is constantly 

53 increasing. The current overall survival rate for childhood malignancies is approximately 80 

54 %1,2. However, studies show that virtually all survivors develop at least one chronic health 

55 condition by the age of 45 years3-5. In many countries, individualized follow-up plans for 

56 CCSs are still not implemented. However, many patients could benefit from anticipatory 

57 guidance regarding health promotion and disease prevention aimed at minimizing the risk of 

58 future morbidity and mortality6,7. Cancer and its treatment during childhood or adolescence 

59 may have numerous different physical and psychosocial effects that may lead to excess 

60 morbidity or early mortality when compared to those in the general population. Essentially, 

61 any organ can be affected by chemotherapy, radiation, or surgery used for effective treatment. 

62

63 The transition of CCSs from pediatric to adult healthcare poses a major challenge. Most late 

64 effects occur decades later, and recognition of the symptoms is often delayed in general 

65 practice8-11. To facilitate comprehensive and systematic follow-up of CCSs, the Children’s 

66 Oncology Group has organized exposure-based health screening guidelines 

67 (http://www.survivorshipguidelines.org/). The length of treatment, high cumulative doses of 

68 chemotherapy and irradiation, multimodal therapy, and relapse therapy are associated with an 

69 increased risk of late effects. 
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70

71 Risk-based care, including a systematic plan for lifelong screening, follow-up, and 

72 prevention, is recommended for all cancer survivors. This plan should incorporate risks based 

73 on the cancer type, cancer therapy, possible genetic predispositions, lifestyle behaviors, and 

74 comorbid health conditions6. The classification of risk-based follow-up is determined by 

75 multiple factors, such as the patient’s age at the time of cancer diagnosis, cancer histology, 

76 organs/tissues affected by cancer, as well as treatment modalities including surgical 

77 procedures, chemotherapeutic agents and their cumulative doses, irradiation doses and 

78 treatment fields, and possible hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT).

79

80 In a common effort between the national representatives of pediatric and adult oncology in 

81 Finland, the pre-existing international recommendations for determining the risk of late 

82 effects were adapted to serve as nation-wide guidelines for health-care authorities when 

83 planning late effect follow-ups for former patiens with childhood and young adult cancer8,12. 

84 After the statement of the National Working Group was published in 201410, each of the five 

85 Finnish University Hospital districts established a late effect clinic for their respective 

86 catchment area. In addition to the work performed at these five follow-up clinics, the role of a 

87 national developer was allocated to the Western Cancer Center of Finland hosted by Turku 

88 University Hospital within the Hospital District of Southwest Finland. One of the 

89 development projects involved creating an algorithm to calculate the late effect risk for each 

90 survivor based on data from the hospital-based electronic informatics center that gathers 

91 clinical data and outcome information in real-life settings (i.e., the hospital data lake). A 

92 description of the basis for tailoring the late effect follow-up plans is presented in Table 1. 

93 This shared-care model has been adapted from the original British initiative12-14. 

94
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95 It has been estimated that it takes several hours for an experienced clinician to create a 

96 complete treatment summary from patient records15. In this study, we aimed to develop an 

97 electronic tool to calculate individual late effect risks for childhood cancer survivors based on 

98 their specific diagnosis and treatment details (surgery, doses of chemotherapy, doses and 

99 fields of irradiation, and possible HSCT). The goal of this initiative was to improve the 

100 quality of the follow-up of the CCSs and lighten the burden of experienced clinicians, who 

101 currently manually extract risk assignments for each patient individually.

102

103 SUBJECTS AND METHODS

104

105 The information stored in electronic patient files is a valuable data source, although it is often 

106 difficult to utilize in research. Auria Clinical Informatics carefully organizes, harmonizes and 

107 maintains the data in the data lake of the Hospital District of Southwest Finland and provides 

108 both research services and a secure data analysis platform for data-driven real-world 

109 analytical studies. The medical record data at our hospital district have been stored 

110 electronically since 2004; the data include details on demographics, inpatient periods and 

111 outpatient visits, clinical diagnoses and procedures, pathological diagnoses and reports, 

112 imaging results, chemotherapy and irradiation treatments, inpatient medications and 

113 outpatient prescriptions, laboratory measurements, and clinical narratives (Fig. 1). Currently, 

114 the data lake contains clinical data for approximately 1.5 million patients who have visited 

115 Turku University Hospital. The data are longitudinal, making it possible to follow individual 

116 patient trajectories and study outcomes. The data are pseudonymized, protecting the identity 

117 of the patients, while making it possible to link data elements to individual patients. Much of 

118 the electronic data are structured, and text mining can be used on unstructured clinical 

119 narratives when needed.
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120

121 The target group for this study included patients diagnosed with childhood cancer (age 0–16 

122 years) at the Pediatric and Adolescent Hematology/Oncology unit of Turku University 

123 Hospital after January 1, 2004, and whose treatment had ended by December 31, 2017.  The 

124 criteria for recognizing patients from the hospital’s data lake were International Classification 

125 of Diseases (ICD)-10 diagnosis codes in group C, and in group D from D32 to D43.

126

127 The details of the cancer treatments and possible additional diagnoses recorded since January 

128 1, 2004 were categorized into three risk-defining groups, as presented in Table 2. Irradiation 

129 doses were categorized as follows: no radiotherapy, 0.1–19.9 Gy, 20 Gy or more. The 

130 cumulative doxorubicin equivalent anthracycline dose was categorized as follows: no 

131 anthracyclines, dose of less than 250 mg/m2, dose of 250 mg/ m2 or more. Regarding 

132 alkylating agents, a high dose was originally defined as dose of more than 3 000 mg/m2 of 

133 cyclophosphamide or dose of more than 60 000 mg/m2 of ifosfamide. We did not have a 

134 specific code for HSCT available for the entire study period, and thus surrogate parameters 

135 were used to identify survivors who had undergone HSCT (treatment with total-body 

136 irradiation or intravenous busulfan or melphalan). Neurological diagnosis of hemiplegia/ 

137 other paralysis, and a positive blood culture with a C-reactive protein (CRP) level greater than 

138 200 mg/l were tested as surrogates for severe neurological problems or severe septicemias 

139 that could cause late sequelae in patient.

140

141 The process of clinical patient data analysis was as follows: The annual clinically produced 

142 patient lists with new cancer diagnoses from January 1, 2004 to December 31, 2017 at the 

143 Pediatric and Adolescent Hematology/Oncology unit in Turku University Hospital were 

144 merged, and all patients who had completed cancer therapy were included in the study 
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145 population. Patient records (including chemotherapy and irradiation charts) were then 

146 manually evaluated. The cumulative dose of each chemotherapy agent was calculated and 

147 recorded on the survivorship passport form (MG, AH, LJ, PL) in addition to all other 

148 treatment details or significant toxicities. An experienced clinician (PL) manually defined the 

149 late effect risk classification based on the details described in Table 1. 

150

151 After the classification was performed using the algorithm, the sensitivity, specificity, and 

152 positive and negative predictive values were calculated for the algorithm. A quadratic 

153 weighted Cohen’s kappa coefficient was calculated to test the agreement between the 

154 algorithm-based and manual risk group categorization. All statistical analyses were conducted 

155 using R 3.6.3 software (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).

156

157 RESULTS

158

159 In total, 638 patients were identified from the data lake based on ICD-10 codes. Initially, 16 

160 of them could not be classified due to non-existing health record information on any cancer 

161 treatment. The remaining 622 patients received algorithm-based classifications. The manually 

162 produced survivorship passports and classifications provided by the algorithm were then 

163 compared case by case. 

164

165 The comparison between the algorithm-based classification and manually produced 

166 survivorship passports showed that the algorithm had detected 267 patients that were not on 

167 the clinician’s list. After closer examination of these additional cases, the reasons for 

168 misclassification were determined as follows: patients whose treatment had ended before 

169 January 1, 2004 but had follow-up appointments registered as new cases (n=102); patients 
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170 who were treated elsewhere but had an appointment at Turku University Hospital (n=62); 

171 patients aged 16 years who were treated in the adult department (either for thyroid cancer or 

172 other adult-type malignancies; n=9); patients who were misdiagnosed with a tumor at the 

173 beginning of their diagnostic path (n= 26); additional patients who were falsely detected as 

174 patients with cancer, even though their C-code referred to a cardiovascular ATC-drug code 

175 registered as a cause of poisoning (n=13); patients who were still receiving active cancer care 

176 (n=15); and patients who had incomplete medical record information in the data lake, which 

177 led to incorrect classification (n=10). With these incorrectly classified patients removed from 

178 the equation, 355 patients were suitable for post-cancer treatment risk classification.

179

180 Among these 355 patients with cancer, we noticed that some patients were classified into an 

181 unnecessarily high-risk category because of the significantly low cyclophosphamide dose 

182 threshold or surrogates of severe septicemia (high CRP level with a positive blood culture). 

183 The algorithm was then corrected so that the cyclophosphamide high-risk dosage threshold 

184 was set to 6 000 mg/m2, to ensure that the algorithm identifies patients who are the most at 

185 risk of infertility16,17. Cases of a positive blood culture with a high CRP level were removed 

186 from the algorithm. After these corrections, re-categorization with the algorithm was 

187 performed for the same 355 patients.

188

189 With the corrected algorithm, the final tabulation showed that 91.6 % (325/355) of the 

190 survivors were classified correctly. Nine (2.53 %) of the wrongly classified survivors had a 

191 higher risk value, and 21 cases (5.92 %) had a lower risk value compared to the clinician’s 

192 assessment (Table 3). The sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive values 

193 of the algorithm for each risk group are shown in Table 4. Calculation of Cohen’s coefficient 

194 of stability led to a Cohen’s coefficient of 0.91 (95 % confidence interval 0.88–0.95).
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195

196 The main reason for the nine risk values that were higher than the manual value was that the 

197 algorithm interpreted any three-month shortage of data lake information regarding 

198 administered intravenous chemotherapy during the primary treatment as relapse, which 

199 classified a patient as a high-risk candidate. In most cases of lower values, the reason was that 

200 the chemotherapy dose information critical to the classification was missing from the data 

201 lake for unknown reasons. In a few cases, the patients’ irradiation therapy or HSCT was timed 

202 after the age of 16 years and thus (accidentally) excluded from the algorithm. For two patients 

203 with craniopharyngioma, stereotactic irradiation was not recognized as an additional high-risk 

204 criterion.

205

206 DISCUSSION

207

208 The process of creating an electronic algorithm for late effect risk categorization showed that 

209 using current tools/definitions, it is already possible to achieve more than 90% accurate 

210 results from retrospective data, compared with those achieved from manual categorization 

211 performed by an experienced clinician. 

212

213 Previous studies have shown that as many as two-thirds of CCSs experience one or more 

214 chronic health conditions that can be severe or even life-threatening, and the prevalence of 

215 chronic health conditions is much higher than that among the general population3-5. This has 

216 led to the importance of transitioning from pediatric to adult care and continuous monitoring 

217 well beyond the pediatric age. Additionally, the survivors themselves often lack information 

218 about the treatment administered or possible complications they may experience because of 

219 their previous cancer experience.
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220

221 Risk-based classifications with follow-up guidelines (survivorship passport) allow survivors 

222 to receive the best possible care from any physician. This would also help to maintain a 

223 balance between over-screening and underscreening. Over-screening may cause undue fear of 

224 unlikely late effects and lead to high medical costs by unnecessary screening of remotely 

225 plausible complications. In contrast, underscreening may lead to overlooking a potentially 

226 life-threatening complication and delaying the intervention, possibly causing permanent 

227 damage. Long-term follow-up guidelines incorporated into an algorithm allow for defining 

228 survivors who will need surveillance, and determining the most effective screening method, 

229 when and at what frequency the screening should be initiated, and the measures that should be 

230 implemented.

231

232 The level of long-term follow-up care for the patients has most often been planned based on 

233 the risk categories that have originally been defined in the publications by Wallace et al. 

234 (2001)8 and Hudson et al. (2011)12. In the present study, these criteria were used, except for 

235 irradiation. As the risks of irradiation differ widely depending on the organs in the irradiation 

236 field as well as other treatments that may have been administered, we decided to decrease the 

237 level of irradiation dose compared to that given by the US colleagues12. As it seems that many 

238 survivors already need a high-risk level of follow-up care with 20 Gy of irradiation, this limit 

239 was chosen to enable the algorithm to detect these survivors for high-risk follow-up. 

240 However, even lower doses of irradiation to certain fields may be significant in terms of 

241 surveillance recommendations (e.g., breast cancer surveillance), and thus, any lower radiation 

242 doses were assigned to the intermediate-risk group.

243
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244 In the present study, the high-risk cyclophosphamide and ifosfamide cut-offs were used 

245 instead of cyclophosphamide equivalent doses (CEDs). While the use of CEDs would have 

246 been the best way of defining the risk of e.g., infertility18, we do not yet have a clear cut-off 

247 that helps us categorize based merely on the CED. In our current algorithm, we chose 

248 alkylator doses that were related to the accumulation of risk factors, enabling the algorithm to 

249 accurately detect survivors with the highest risk of morbidity leading to even annual follow-

250 up recommendations. However, for clinical implementation, the algorithm will be further 

251 developed so that both the follow-up risk category and the cumulative doses of chemotherapy, 

252 irradiation doses, and radiotherapy fields are retrieved as a printout. At this point, the CEDs 

253 will also be included.

254

255 Digital surveillance programs have already been successfully launched15, but due to the lack 

256 of comprehensive/suitable data lakes, there have been no previous attempts to create 

257 algorithms for automatized risk categorization. Our current algorithm utilizes the Turku 

258 University Hospital data lake, which stores and aligns all electronic health records generated 

259 at the hospital. This data lake enables automatized late effect risk assessments for all patients 

260 using widely acknowledged criteria. With this information, it is possible to track their health 

261 statuses individually, and follow-up can be performed based on individual treatment histories. 

262

263 Previous survey-based studies have indicated that primary care providers are concerned about 

264 their own readiness to take responsibility for the follow-up of childhood cancer survivors19. 

265 Considering this uncertainty, automated and individualized follow-up plans would be an easy 

266 solution. Multiple models of care for CCSs have been implemented and studied12,20,21. The 

267 available data do not support a single follow-up model for all circumstances. In a perfect 

268 setting with unlimited resources, all survivors would be followed up by a survivorship 
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269 specialist throughout their lives. As that is not accomplished, survivors should be risk-

270 stratified based on treatment exposures. Survivors with a low risk of late effects should 

271 receive a survivorship care plan from their oncologist, or in this case from an electronic 

272 algorithm. For those with a low risk of late effects, this plan can be implemented by the 

273 primary care provider, while those with a higher risk of late effects need closer examination 

274 and should continue to be followed up at a survivorship clinic21.

275

276 Although late treatment effects can be anticipated in most cases based on therapeutic 

277 exposures, a patient’s individual risk is modified by multiple factors. Currently, it may not be 

278 possible to include all individual factors in an algorithm. However, rapid development of 

279 technologies may lead to machine learning solutions that help us include many psychosocial 

280 risks and warning signs in an algorithm by text mining from the notes of nurses and doctors. 

281 Furthermore, nationally defined procedure codes are now being used to record HSCTs, further 

282 improving the concordance between the current algorithm and a clinician’s discretion. In 

283 addition, as our study was based on a retrospective survey approaching the emergence of the 

284 data lake structure, many of the shortcomings within the data collection and integration have 

285 already been solved. Thus, a patient receiving a diagnosis today is likely to have very 

286 comprehensive data stored, enabling highly representative risk calculations to be performed 

287 by our algorithm.

288

289 The lack of electronic patient records and comprehensive data lakes remain a shortcoming in 

290 the applicability of such automatized algorithms in some countries. However, as the treatment 

291 of childhood cancers is mainly centralized to tertiary hospitals, data lakes established at these 

292 centers may yield sufficient information for late effect risk categorization. 

293
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294 With the current patient record applications merged in a data lake, information on treatment 

295 details, such as irradiation and doses of chemotherapy, are stored in a reliable and structured 

296 manner. This allows automatized algorithms to efficiently and reliably categorize CCSs into 

297 late effect risk groups. To use the full potential of electronic patient record solutions, it is 

298 essential to continue building hospital data lakes. Efforts should be made to implement 

299 automatized late effect algorithms to facilitate appropriate late effect follow-up plans for all 

300 CCSs without the extensive use of clinician resources.

301
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383 FIGURE 1. Auria Clinical Informatics collects real-time clinical data for the Biobank, quality 

384 registration purposes, and clinical research from several electronic patient record sources.
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TABLE 1.  Current basis for tailoring individual late effect follow-up plans for childhood cancer 
survivors in Finland. The Model is based on treatment factors and has been adapted from 
international publications16,17.

RISK OF LATE-EFFECTS FICAN-WEST MODEL OF FOLLOW-UP
LOW

Treatment with surgery only or low risk 
chemotherapy (no alkylation agents, no 
bleomycin, no anthracyclines, no 
epipodophyllotoxins)

Survivorship passport with the follow-up plan created at the last visit 
to pediatric hematology/oncology clinic using BCB-Medical 
platforma.

One visit to the nurse at the late-effect clinic after the age of 18 for a 
review of the plan. Thereafter the basic healthcare is responsible for 
the physical visits.

Annual eHealt contacts with KAIKU® (questionnaires, messages)b

INTERMEDIATE

Other than low or high risk treatment

Survivorship passport with the follow-up plan created at the last visit 
to pediatric hematology/oncology clinic using BCB-Medical 
platforma.

First visit the nurse at the late-effect clinic after the age of 18 for a 
review of the plan. Thereafter, visits at least with five years intervals. 
The basic healthcare takes care of the planned examinations, but 
follow-up clinic helps with the specialist care consultations if needed.

Annual eHealt contacts with KAIKU® (questionnaires, messages)b

HIGH

Treatment with stem cell transplantation.
Treatment with high-dose of anthracyclines or 
alkylating agents or irradiation dose 20Gy or 
more

Survivorship passport with the follow-up plan created at the last visit 
to pediatric hematology/oncology clinic using BCB-Medical 
platforma.
First visit to the nurse at the late-effect clinic after the age of 18 for a 
review of the plan. Thereafter, even annual visits if needed in order 
to keep all planned specialist consultations going on, and to give 
psychosocial support. Specialist care will take place at local 
hospitals.

Annual eHealt contacts with KAIKU® (questionnaires, messages)b

a https://www.bcbmedical.com/?lang=en
b https://kaikuhealth.com/
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TABLE 2. Original definitions of late-effect risk categories for the algorithm.

Low risk Medium risk High risk
Only surgical treatment
No irradiation No high risk irradiation Irradiation > 20 Gy/field or whole-body 

radiation

Low risk chemotherapy (no 
alkylating agents, no 
anthracyclines, no platinum 
compounds, no bleomycin) 

Chemotherapy that is not in low 
or high risk category

Anthracyclines with doxorubicin-equivalent 
dose ≥ 250 mg/sqm.
High dose alkylating agents 
(Cyclophosphamidea > 3 000 mg/sqm or 
Ifosfamide > 60 000 mg/sqm)
Stem cell transplantation (code WW3, or 
therapy with Busulfan and/or Melphalan).
Brain tumor with any chemotherapy

Paralysis (IDC-10 G81-83).b
Blood culture positive and CRP 
> 200 mg/lb

Relapse
(surrogate criteria: chemotherapy brake over 3 
months)

a Cyclophosphamide dose was corrected up to 6 000 mg/sqm as current literature shows that risk of male infertility 
increases after this threshold.
b This criterion was removed from the final algorithm
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TABLE 3. Tabulation of the risk categories set by the algorithm and by an experienced clinician.

Risk gategory/ 
classification 
method

Manual low Manual medium Manual high

Algorithm low 129 6 5

Algorithm medium 2 74 10

Algorithm high 1 6 122
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TABLE 4. Sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative predictive values of the algorithm for 
each late effect risk group.

Low Risk Medium Risk High Risk
Sensitivity 97.7 % 86.0 % 89.1 %
Specificity 98.6 % 95.5 % 96.8 %
Positive Predictive Value 92.1 % 86.0 % 94.6 %
Negative Predictive Value 98.6 % 95.5 % 93.3 %
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FIGURE 1. Auria Clinical Informatics collects real-time clinical data for the Biobank, quality registration 
purposes, and clinical research from several electronic patient record sources. 
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